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G E T T I N G  C L I M A T E  R E A D Y  W O R K S H O P  S U M M A R Y

The Regional District of North Okanagan (RDNO) and Fraser Basin Council

co-hosted a regional workshop focusing on climate change adaptation on

March 12, 2019. The workshop served two purposes: to increase the

capacity of local stakeholders  in dealing with North Okanagan climate

adaptation topics, and to collect feedback from participants  to directly

inform the climate adaptation component of the Regional District’s

Regional Growth Strategy 5-Year Review.
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Workshop participants represented local government, provincial

government, Indigenous government, federal government, health, the

public sector, the private sector, academia, youth, and fire and rescue

services.

During the second half of the workshop, participants took part in an

“Adaptation World Café.” The Adaptation World Café was comprised of 6

tables, each focused on climate adaptation themes, the feedback from

which will assist in the RDNO’s Regional Growth Strategy 5-Year Review.

The approximately 50 participants rotated to 3-4 tables and provided

theme-specific comments, suggestions of helpful data and important initial

adaptation and risk-reduction actions.

Themes covered in the Adaptation World Café included:

1.      Ecosystems and Natural Areas

2.      Flood Mapping, Vulnerability and Risk Assessment

3.      Health and Air Quality

4.      Tourism and Recreation

5.      Water Supply and Drought

6.      Wildfire and FireSmart

The next report section, “Regional Growth Strategy Adaptation Input,”

summarizes participant input from the World Café tables. The final section

on “Participant Suggestions for Next Steps” offers post-workshop

participant feedback on how to continue engaging stakeholders as well as

integrating adaptation into the Regional Growth Strategy. The workshop

agenda is included as an appendix to the report.



R E G I O N A L  G R O W T H  S T R A T E G Y  A D A P T A T I O N
I N P U T

There were several overlapping climate data and action requests that arose

from the Adaptation World Café groups. It is suggested that these actions

and data could be prioritized in order to benefit more than one of the

RDNO’s key adaptation themes. 

C O M M O N  T H E M E S

The following climate data were requested from two or more of the theme

tables during the World Café:

Precipitation data

Streamflow data

Temperature data

The following initial adaptation actions were suggested at two or more of

the theme tables during the World Café:

Undertake educational activities to increase knowledge, interest,

engagement and capacity

Incorporate adaptation into the work of planning professionals

Improve food system practices at the individual and agricultural levels

The following pages summarize the discussions that took place at each of

the 6 adaptation theme tables during the Adaptation World Café. Some of

the actions and data suggested were not directly climate-related, but have

been included because they could be utilized in the Regional Growth

Strategy.

A D A P T A T I O N  W O R L D  C A F É  D I S C U S S I O N  S U M M A R I E S
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E C O S Y S T E M S  A N D  N A T U R A L  A R E A S  I N  T H E
N O R T H  O K A N A G A N

Ecosystems and natural areas are integral and form the basis for the physical and

mental health of humans and other living things. The local ecosystem is also a key

factor for people settling in the North Okanagan. Healthy ecosystems can

increase the resilience of individuals and communities by absorbing and

mitigating the impact of extreme events or everyday issues such as air pollution.

It is especially important to consider ecosystems because nature is finite and

negative impacts to an ecosystem are not easily reversible. 

Indigenous ecosystems knowledge from past and

present

Biodiversity data at a local scale, to understand

species health and loss

Data on transition areas

Integration of climate data with biogeoclimatic data

Natural Asset Inventory, including quantified values

of natural assets 

This has already been done for certain species in

the North Okanagan, partly in collaboration with

Indigenous Nations

The Okanagan Collaborative Conservation

Program is undertaking inventory work

H E L P F U L  D A T A

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K - R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Undertake adaptation-focused planning

Suggestions for adaptation-focused planning in the North Okanagan

included focusing on densification  and limiting urban sprawl, being

mindful  and valuing the environment above economics, undertaking

water infiltration  using natural methods, ensuring that ecosystems are
connected  using wildlife corridors, and starting a discussion on how

involved humans should be in ecosystem adaptation.

At one table, there was a

discussion around how

effective communication

and  action  are more

important than climate

data. It was mentioned

that changes can be seen

on the land, and that is a

more powerful source of

information than

technical data.

Do we need data to
start the work?

Mainstream adaptation

Ensuring that adaptation is embedded in the work of a broad range of
stakeholders  (eg. those who work on public safety) and that diverse
interests are represented  were noted as important to mainstream

adaptation.
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Invest in education to create a culture shift

Multiple educational methods were suggested in order to shift towards

a North Okanagan culture that places deeper value on ecosystems.

These methods included building connections between people and their
ecosystems, creating outdoor schools and curriculum  for youth, making

the space for cross-generational learning opportunities, and finding ways

to integrate nature into more day-to-day work.

Adapt food systems

It was suggested that food systems adaptation could take place at

multiple scales in the North Okanagan, with individual actions including

eating local and native foods, and agricultural actions including utilizing
water-friendly farming.

Assist forests

Forest adaptation could be enhanced by replanting forest areas with

saplings that are ready for a future climate.

F L O O D  M A P P I N G ,  V U L N E R A B I L I T Y  A N D  R I S K
A S S E S S M E N T

Floods are of huge significance to the North Okanagan and have the potential to

have wide-ranging impacts to communities and people, such as during the big

floods of 2017 and 2018. Many threats are posed by floods, including harm to

people (especially populations that may be more vulnerable), inundated farmland,

and costly damage to infrastructure (e.g. dams). There are competing demands to

farm and develop the floodplain, and potentially severe repercussions if

developed floodplain is flooded. Though there are core community areas in the

floodplain, people may not understand their own flood risks and responsibilities.

Future temperature data

Future precipitation data

Streamflow projections

Hazard maps (showcases areas that would be prone to different intensities of

flooding)

Risk maps (showcases how flood may impact defined assets of importance)

Impact of water extraction on flood risk

H E L P F U L  D A T A
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Armstrong has floodplain maps

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K -
R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Create and implement a strategy for public education,

communications and engagement

Residents, homeowners, developers and realtors need to be educated
about flood risks  and about adaptive actions  they can take to lower this

risk. An overarching communications and engagement strategy could

include bringing up stories from the past  to help prepare for the future,

speaking to the interests of those being engaged  (e.g. talking about “the

protection of property” rather than “climate change adaptation”),

focusing on engaging homeowners one-on-one  in taking adaptive

measures, and developing a Homeowner’s Guide to Flood Resilience.

Knowledge about projected snow packs and melts

The B.C. River Forecast Centre provides

information on snow conditions and current and

forecast streamflow conditions including forecasts

of flood

One table discussed how

Lumby’s only grocery

store is located in the

floodplain and a flood

could cut-off access to it.

This would require

residents to travel

elsewhere for food, which

might not be possible

during a flood.

Groceries and the 
 floodplain

Floodplain maps

Lead with far-sighted decision-making

Future climate information, downstream impacts, long-term solutions  and

“we economics”  over “me economics” need to be incorporated into

decision-making processes, such as in storm infrastructure

development and in considering alternatives to creek dredging. The

Province offers information online on "Adapting Transportation

Infrastructure to Climate Change" that may help with getting started

with this type of decision-making.

Value and enhance natural infrastructure

Natural infrastructure  should be prioritized over hard infrastructure. It

is necessary to work with nature by recognizing the importance of
riparian zones,  protecting the headwaters and watercourses for fish
populations, and refraining from dredging.

Ensure clear regulatory rules at the local, provincial and federal levels

There is tension between legislation, regulations and bylaws  that are in

place and the adaptation actions that are needed. The provincial and

federal governments need to provide clearer regulations. It needs to be

determined who will be liable  when properties flood.
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Undertake flood-aware land use planning

Critical infrastructure such as grocery stores and airports should be

located outside of the floodplain, and the built form of homes on the

floodplain should be upgraded to withstand potential flooding.

Develop shovel-ready adaptation projects

Shovel-ready adaptation projects and post-disaster recovery plans that

focus on resiliency (community recovery and risk reduction) should be

developed in advance of funding opportunities, in order to apply for

provincial and federal adaptation funding as soon as it is announced.

Build municipal knowledge and capacity

Flood information  and a large range of simple flood risk-reduction tools
should be shared with municipal staff and elected officials to help them

understand flood risks and make informed decisions.

H E A L T H  A N D  A I R  Q U A L I T Y

There are many risks related to health and air quality in a changing climate. Air

quality in the North Okanagan has recently been impacted by smoke as well as by

particulate matter PM10, which can come from road dust. Poor air quality leads

to mental and physical health impacts and lower rates of outdoor exercise for

children and adults. There is a large population of seniors in the North Okanagan

and they are especially vulnerable to smoky air. Poor air quality impacts the local

economy by discouraging tourism, preventing certain types of work, and affecting

food production. Ecosystem health will also be impacted by the survival of new

diseases and vectors over warmer winters.

Precipitation data

Frost days

Heat and extreme hot days

Wind pattern data

Data on PM10 and PM2.5 (particulate

matter) levels 

Data on sources of fine dust

Data on the burning/incineration of garbage

(i.e. waste gasification)

H E L P F U L  D A T A

Particulate matter (PM) refers to

liquid or solid particles in the air.

PM10 often enters the air from

road dust and can get caught in

the upper respiratory tract.

PM2.5, which is contained in

wildfire smoke, is smaller than

PM10 and is able to get deeper

into the lungs and bloodstream. 

Particulate matter and
air quality
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Number of forest fires

Forest fire projections

Levoglucosan data to determine sources of urban air pollution and forest fire

smoke

CO2 levels in Kamloops, Kelowna and Vernon

Water contamination data

Respiratory data, including asthma records from the B.C. Centre for

Disease Control

Fatalities caused by dust in the air

Amount of people admitted to the hospital during periods of poor air

quality

Health records, such as:

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K - R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Initiate air quality educational activities

The public should be educated on changing their home air purifier filter
systems,  interpreting air monitor results, and about controlled burns.

Timely and clear information needs to be provided about appropriate

activities that can take place during different air quality levels.

Create Clean Air Centres

Clean Air Centres  should be created with filters that have a high MERV

rating. This could be achieved by retrofitting existing public buildings

and ensuring they are open for longer during poor air quality events.
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Reduce and regulate burning

A variety of actions should be taken to reduce burning, including:

shortening burning seasons, giving incentives for wood chipping  and

creating a program to pick-up garden waste  to deter burning, addressing
garbage/barrel burning  that might emit dioxins, and creating wood stove
exchange programs. The Regional District should develop burning bylaws,

such as around properly drying wood before burning it in stoves.

Use cleaner road grit that leads to less particulate matter in the air

All purchases of road grit products should take particulate matter into
account  as well as the  health costs  associated with the levels of

particulate matter that the road grit will produce. To decrease the

amount of particulate matter in the air, road grit might need to be

selected from a different pit,  replaced (e.g. by beet juice products), or

regulated by local governments. Gravel pits may need to be tested  to

determine how much particulate matter they release into the air. The

Ministry of Mines  may need to be contacted about road grit and dust.



Equip community members and tourists for smoke

Masks could be distributed  to protect people who want to do outdoor

activities. This distribution would need to be combined with a campaign

to change negative perceptions around wearing masks in public.

T O U R I S M  A N D  R E C R E A T I O N

Tourism is a leading contributor to GDP in British Columbia. Tourism contributed

$9 billion to GDP in 2017, over $4 billion more than the next leading primary

resource industry (which includes mining, oil and gas, and forestry). In Vernon

alone, hotel stays generate $37 million annually. Fires and floods have impacted

the destination reputation of the North Okanagan, and summertime

paddleboarding and kayaking has decreased due to smoke. Forest fire messaging

that suggests that all of B.C. is on fire or suffering from poor air quality has

caused a decline in visitors from September to November.

Smoke-free days

H E L P F U L  D A T A

This data could be used to create a forest inventory, which could assist in

reducing fires

It could also assist with acquiring surface terrain information to build better

roads in forested areas for the use of firefighters

LIDAR data

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K - R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Develop careful, pro-tourism messaging and communications

Communications plans need to be improved in order to show that the
North Okanagan is still a viable tourism destination. Local ambassadors and
social media users  can be encouraged to spread positive messaging by

using hashtags such as #RealTime (to showcase current outdoor

conditions in the North Okanagan) and #ExploreVernon. Careful
messaging  is needed to avoid scaring people away.

Encourage cooperation between tourism businesses

Tourism businesses could promote and support each other, and outdoor

tourism businesses could direct visitors to other businesses  if outdoor

conditions are not ideal.
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Extend the tourist season

Tourism Vernon has been able to push tourism to the shoulder season

and off season with some success. May and June have become stronger

months for tourism due to the changing climate, so the summer tourism
season should be extended to include these months. Fall activities  such as

agritourism and pumpkin boat racing should be promoted to a further

extent. Vernon should be marketed as a  four-season destination.

Promote and market sustainable, values-based tourism

Tourism needs to realign itself to focus on sustainability and community
needs  before focusing on the needs and wants of tourists. Recreational

activities that are less carbon-intensive, less environmentally detrimental,
and non-motorized  (for example, cycling and hiking) should be

encouraged. Tourists should be educated  to ensure they are

environmentally conscious. A Tourist Pledge  focusing on respect for

local people and the environment could be developed. Vernon could

brand itself as a hopeful leader in adaptable tourism, for instance by

creating a walking tour of green buildings in the community.

Diversify recreational activities

Recreational activities in the North Okanagan should be diversified.

Options for diversification include: mushroom picking, because this is

best after fire has gone through a forest; indoor activities  such as

visiting wineries, breweries, the Rock Garden Climbing Centre, the

Okanagan Science Centre, and pools; the arts scene; and, enhancing the
inclusivity of winter sports  to appeal to people of different abilities.

Multi-destination trips with a variety of activities, instead of single

destination trips, could also be marketed.

W A T E R  S U P P L Y  A N D  D R O U G H T

In the North Okanagan, water supply and drought are incredibly significant topics

and are increasing in importance. Water is necessary for drinking, growing food,

and firefighting, and without water there will be no community to support

businesses and schools. Lack of water will have far-reaching impact on numerous

sectors, such as health, agriculture, and aquatic ecosystems. Many people do not

recognize the true value of water, and there is a public expectation that water

will always be available due to the current excellent level of service. The North

Okanagan needs to be able to mediate the impacts of drought going forward.
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Reuse water

All groups suggested that water be reused, for instance by irrigating

agriculture with untreated water. “Twinning” water lines (placing non-

potable water lines next to potable water lines) could make non-

potable water use possible.

Expand storage capacity

The storage capacity of current reservoirs should be expanded  and this

planning process should start now.

Precipitation (snowpack), especially amount, timing and type

Hydrology (streamflow), especially amount, timing and extremes

Temperature data in order to predict drought

Operational practices at reservoirs

Impacts of wildfires on runoff

Clearcut data and impacts of clearcuts on water flows

Data on interrelation of forestry, pests, wildfire and water

Population growth and resulting water demand

Water use data, especially consistency, availability/access and temporal

information

Water quality, including information on quality control

Evaporation from lakes and reservoirs

Watershed modeling at optimal data collection locations

H E L P F U L  D A T A

Quantity

Surface water interaction

Groundwater monitoring

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K - R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Optimally manage existing water sources

Water efficiency practices  need to be improved and there needs to be

demand management for water. Water use should be considered when

sizing infrastructure  such as lawns. Water meters  could be implemented,

and water pricing  could be undertaken on a volunteer basis. It is very

important to ensure quality control  of water sources.

Increase sources of water

There should be multiple sources of water  that are rotated as needed (for

example, water could be drawn in turn from Kalamalka Lake, or the

Duteau Plateau, or from back-up wells). Rainwater  could be captured

for use.
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Protect water sources from fire

Fire risk reduction  should be undertaken in water supply areas and

surrounding treatment infrastructure. The Regional District of North

Okanagan is partnering on a large proposal for wildfire mitigation work

on the Aberdeen Plateau that will help to protect the Greater Vernon

water system.

Develop drought management plans

Drought management plans need to be created.

Manage runoff

Local, on-site runoff management should be introduced.

Regulate water

Stricter regulations should be established.

Improve food system practices

Agricultural practices need to improve in multiple areas, for instance by

shifting to more drought-tolerant plants, changing irrigation practices, and

reducing the use of liquid manure. Individuals can switch to plant-based
diets  to reduce their food system water footprint.

Educate about water

Education and outreach  should be undertaken, for instance through the

elementary-level WaterWise program.

W I L D F I R E S  A N D  F I R E S M A R T

British Columbia had two very significant recent wildfire seasons in 2017 and

2018. More than a million hectares burned both years and there have been

substantial firefighting costs – over $560 million in 2017 alone. With the recent

fires, we are in a unique situation to escalate fire mitigation efforts because

people are willing to accept activities that were not previously popular, such as

tree thinning and prescribed burns. Over $4 million in fire mitigation projects

have been approved in the Okanagan from the Forest Enhancement Society of

B.C., including projects with Joe Rich, Penticton Indian Band and Ellison.

H E L P F U L  D A T A

Regional forest fire risk information

Risk to individual buildings (this could be determined using FireSmart criteria)
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Use FireSmart in high risk areas

FireSmart should be used when building new properties  in high risk areas,

as the Regional District of North Okanagan has begun to do through the

use of covenants.

Increase local champion capacity

Opportunities should be provided to increase the capacity of local
community champions to organize FIreSmart activities  in a neighbourhood

or area. Predator Ridge has undertaken very successful FireSmart work

due to local champions.

I N I T I A L  A D A P T A T I O N  A N D  R I S K - R E D U C T I O N  A C T I O N S

Seek partnership and funding opportunities

Support is available for fire mitigation activities  on Crown land from the

Forest Enhancement Society of B.C. (FESBC) and for fire mitigation

activities on private land from the Community Resiliency Investment

Program (CRI). It is important to look for partnership opportunities  that

allow links to be made between activities funded under FESBC and

activities funded under CRI. For instance, Silver Star Mountain is

undertaking activities with FESBC funding, and the City of Vernon has

applied for CRI funding to do further work in the Silver Star Foothills

area.

Request CRI timeline changes

It would be helpful if the Community Resiliency Investment Program
change its timeline  so that funding decisions can be made in time for

wildfire mitigation actions to be taken before the fire season.

The Regional District of North Okanagan is in the final stages of developing a

Community Wildfire Protection Plan. A collaborative proposal is also being

developed for wildfire mitigation work in the Aberdeen Plateau, which helps

to protect the Greater Vernon water system.

Wildfire work being done by the RDNO
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P A R T I C I P A N T  S U G G E S T I O N S  F O R  N E X T  S T E P S

A post-workshop feedback survey was sent to participants to collect

suggestions for next steps for integrating adaptation into the RDNO’s

Regional Growth Strategy. Responses were submitted by 17 workshop

participants (roughly 1/3 of attendees) and are summarized in this section.

T O P  3  T H E M E S  F O R  I M M E D I A T E  N E X T  S T E P S

Survey respondents ranked the World Café themes in order of importance

for immediate action. Themes ranked #1 in importance were given 3 points,

themes ranked #2 in importance were given 2 points, and themes ranked #3

in importance were given 1 point.

E X P A N D I N G  S T A K E H O L D E R  E N G A G E M E N T

Participants were asked who else should be engaged in the RDNO’s climate

change adaptation discussions. Broad engagement was noted as being very

important by three survey respondents, and the broad results shown below

drive home this message.

The public

Industry, including

forestry and agriculture

Indigenous Nations

Water managers

Community

organizations and

activist groups
Communications and

engagement experts

Youth

The private sector,

including investors and

small businesses

AcademicsPolitical leaders

Municipal lawyers

Chief Financial Officers

and Chief Administrative

Officers

It was suggested that youth lead a portion of the engagement in order to drive

creative change, and that youth engagement should build their capacity for action.

Leveraging youth engagement

The top themes were:

1.      Flood Mapping, Vulnerability and Risk Assessment

2.      Wildfires and FireSmart

3.      Water Supply and Drought
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The survey asked participants to describe how the RDNO can continue to

engage stakeholders in the process of integrating adaptation into the

Regional Growth Strategy. The answers to this question are shown below.

A C T I O N S  T O  E N G A G E  S T A K E H O L D E R S

Continue to be the convenor and partner with First Nations as co-leads

Keep stakeholders informed through as many avenues as possible,

potentially including a forum for participants who attended this workshop

Continue to offer opportunities for stakeholder input

Create a list of preliminary climate actions and recommendations that

stakeholders can advise on

Provide education on adaptation as well as the Regional Growth Strategy

theme areas

Distribute information on individual and local opportunities for climate

change adaptation

Host events and networking opportunities, including adaptation field

tours and scenario sessions to work through adaptation challenges

Utilize strategic communications that are easy-to-understand, modern,

dynamic, and diverse

Encourage behaviour change

Implement PIEVC or ICLEI-BARC to move through the adaptation process

Use the FireSmart program to engage homeowners and communities

Create a youth engagement strategy

I M P O R T A N T  P O I N T S  F O R  F U T U R E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N

Participants were asked which important points were not captured in the

workshop. Their suggestions for consideration, below, may assist in

planning future adaptation engagement activities in the North Okanagan.

Move from assessing impacts to providing resources to act

Discuss low-hanging fruit that can be implemented prior to regional

strategies (for instance, requiring new construction to be FireSmart)

Consider the impact of climate change on agriculture

Take a deeper dive into climate science information

Provide detailed information on adaptation activities in local

municipalities, such as the RDNO’s Regional Growth Strategy

Analyze specific risks to built and natural infrastructure in the region

Discuss the long-term health impacts of forest fire smoke

Integrate mitigation and adaptation actions (i.e. low carbon resilience)
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I M A G E  A T T R I B U T I O N S

Many thanks to the creators of the photographs and icons used in this report.

Icons and creators, in order of appearance:
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Cover image "Coldstream Valley" © Ian Spence

(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coldstream_Valley_(257216213).jpeg). Used

under the Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) license

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en) . Modifications to the original

image: resizing and cropping. 

ecosystem by Nithinan Tatah from the Noun Project

Home by Alena Artemova from the Noun Project

Stakeholders by anbileru adaleru from the Noun Project

ecosystem by ProSymbols from the Noun Project

Agriculture by Made from the Noun Project

sprout by Daouna Jeong from the Noun Project

Flood by Xinh Studio from the Noun Project

social network by ProSymbols from the Noun Project

Problem Solving by ProSymbols from the Noun Project

river mountain by Marta Marinho from the Noun Project

formalities by priyanka from the Noun Project

Water Drop by Saeful Muslim from the Noun Project

Shovel by fauzan akbar from the Noun Project

Learning by Olivia from the Noun Project

fog by Luis Prado from the Noun Project

No Fire by corpus delicti from the Noun Project

Sneeze by Magicon from the Noun Project

building by rivercon from the Noun Project

face mask by Dinesh Pal Gautam from the Noun Project

message by amiefahmi from the Noun Project

point by Adrien Coquet from the Noun Project

season by Adrien Coquet from the Noun Project

Cycling by ProSymbols from the Noun Project

changing direction by Olena Panasovska from the Noun Project

water recycle by BomSymbols from the Noun Project

expand by Mister Pixel from the Noun Project

water management by Made by Made from the Noun Project

Water by Yerzhan Aiteyev, KZ from the Noun Project

Fire by Hayashi Fumihiro, JP from the Noun Project

Drought by Creative Mania from the Noun Project

Rainwater Tank by Luis Prado from the Noun Project

Tractor by Turkkub from the Noun Project

wet head by corpus delicti from the Noun Project

firewall by Georgiana Ionescu from the Noun Project

champion by Becris from the Noun Project

calender by Shovy Rahman from the Noun Project



WORKSHOP AGENDA

8:30am - 9:00am
Registration & Coffee

9:00am - 9:15am
Welcome 
Councillor Allan Louis, Okanagan Indian Band
Kevin Acton, Regional District of North Okanagan 
Chair

9:15am - 9:30am
Icebreaker activity 

9:30am - 10:15am
What’s Climate Got To Do With It?
Kari Tyler, Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium

10:15am - 10:30am
Break 

10:30am - 11:10am
Creating Communities that are Resilient 
to Wildfire - Learning from Recent 
Events
Alan Westhaver, ForestWise Environmental 
Consulting Ltd

11:10am - 11:50am
In Too Deep: How we can Better Adapt 
to Floods
Tamsin Lyle, Ebbwater Consulting

11:50am - 12:00pm
Discussion

12:00pm - 1:00pm 
Lunch

1:00pm - 1:30pm
Planning for a Future Climate - 
Integrating Science and Traditional 
Knowledge
Robyn Laubman, Yucwmenlúcwu (Caretakers of the 
Land) LLP

1:30pm - 1:45pm
Introduction to Adaptation World Café

1:45pm - 2:25pm
Adaptation World Café (see next page 
for more details)

2:25pm - 2:40pm
Break

2:40pm - 3:30pm
Adaptation World Café continued

3:30pm - 3:50pm
Report back from World Café and final 
words



Tourism and Recreation (Angeline Chew, 
City of Vernon)
Our recreational seasons are changing. How will tourism 
and recreation be impacted by climate change going 
forward? How can communities prepare for and integrate 
these impacts into their planning for tourism and 
recreation? 

Wildfires & FireSmart (Alan Westhaver, 
ForestWise Environmental Consulting & 
Ray Crampton, FLNRORD)
The frequency and intensity of wildfires has been increasing 
in BC in recent years. Learn more about how communities 
can move forward on reducing the fire risk facing their 
communities as well as funding opportunities to help them 
do so.

Water Supply and Drought (Anna 
Warwick Sears, Okanagan Basin Water 
Board)
Ensuring that there is an ample supply of fresh water for 
multiple users will be ever more important with a changing 
climate. How can communities manage drought and a 
sustainable water supply into the future?

Flood Mapping, Vulnerability and Risk 
Assessment (Tamsin Lyle, Ebbwater 
Consulting)
How do communities get started on the path to better 
understanding flood hazards? Where do you find funding to 
support these plans? 

Ecosystems and Natural Areas (Robyn 
Laubman, Yucwmenlúcwu)
What can we expect to occur in our ecosystems in the future, 
based on climate projections and on what we see happening 
today? How can we work to maintain healthy ecosystems 
that continue to be culturally-, socially- and economically-
rich? How can communities maintain traditional foods and 
medicines in changing conditions? 

Health and Air Quality (Janelle Rimell & 
Greg Baytalan, Interior Health Authority 
& Graham Veale, ECCS)
Recent climate-related events (floods, fires and related 
poor water/air quality events) have highlighted the human 
health impacts of these events. In addition to the direct 
health effects from events such as poor air and water 
quality, there are also the impacts on mental health from 
those whose lives have been disrupted.  








